
Learn Too

Everyone can achieve no matter his or her academic 
ability. This motivational and inspiring workshop shows 
students how to learn and how to work smarter, not 
harder by covering: 

Memory Techniques
Understanding and Condensing
A - Mapping
The Review Philosophy 
Confidence - Building and Self - Esteem

All this empowers students to take control and 
ownership over their learning improving their confidence, 
self - esteem and ultimately, exam results. 

We can also create a bespoke workshop uniquely 
tailored to your students’ needs

01903 872849

carrie@learningperformance.com

All our workshops are eligible for Pupil Premium 
funding as they aim to raise achievement and 
close the attainment gap.

For more information contact:



Frequently Asked Questions

How long do the workshops last?

We work towards what is best for you and your students so follow your timetable. To give you an idea, a full - day 
workshop typically follows a school day and a half - day workshop is 2.5 hours. We can also run hourly rolling workshops, 
split - day carousels (a group in the morning, another in the afternoon) and roadshows. 

How many students can you work with? 

We like to work with groups of no more than 40 students per group to keep sessions focused and personalised. With a 
team of 50+ fabulous presenters our capacity is huge so we can work with entire schools and year groups in one day. 

Our Roadshows have no limit on numbers - the more the merrier! 

Where do you visit?

Everywhere! We visit schools across the UK and Europe. 

What do you need?

Not much! All we ask for is a suitable room (a classroom is perfect) with equipment for a PowerPoint Presentation 
(presenters have their own laptops) and a small student booklet to be photocopied for each student attending. The rest 
is magic! 

What is included in the cost?

Our prices include all presenter fees, expenses, resources and access to our V.I.P area. There are no hidden costs. 

What is the cost?

We offer high - quality affordable workshops and have various options to suit every budget. So it’s best to contact Carrie 
on 01903 872849 or email carrie@learningperformance.com to get an accurate quote. 


